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Neurobiology of Disease
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Laterality is a characteristic principle of the organization of the brain systems for language, and reduced hemispheric asymmetry has

been considered a risk factor for schizophrenia. Here we sought support for the risk factor hypothesis by investigating whether reduced

asymmetry of temporal lobe structure and function is also present in unaffected relatives. Sixteen schizophrenia patients, 16 age-matched

first-degree relatives, and 15 healthy controls underwent high-resolution three-dimensional anatomical imaging and functional mag-

netic resonance imaging during auditory stimulation. Both the overall auditory cortex and planum temporale volumes and the lateral-

ization to the left hemisphere were markedly reduced in patients. The decrease of lateralization correlated with increased severity of

symptoms. In addition, both the overall functional activation in response to auditory stimulation and its asymmetry were reduced in the

patients. Relatives had intermediate values between patients and controls on both structural and functional measures. This study

provides added support for the idea that reduced hemispheric asymmetry is a biological risk factor for schizophrenia.

Introduction
In most healthy right handers, the left superior temporal lobe,
which includes Heschl’s gyrus (HG) and planum temporale (PT),
is larger than the right hemisphere counterpart (Galaburda and
Geschwind, 1981; Morosan et al., 2001; Zatorre et al., 2002;
Chance et al., 2006), and differs from the right hemisphere in
microanatomical structure at the columnar level (Hutsler and
Galuske, 2003). Crow and colleagues (Crow et al., 1989; Crow,
1997) proposed that schizophrenia (SZ) results from a failure of
normal cerebral lateralization and that this failure is genetically
determined. Clinical support for this came from the intriguing
observation that patients with temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) who
develop psychosis are more likely to have bilateral foci than TLE
patients without psychosis (Flor-Henry, 1969). Abnormal hemi-
spheric asymmetry may result in impaired speech processing,

which has been proposed to be a key cognitive factor in the man-
ifestation of schizophrenia symptoms (Stephane et al., 2001;
Frith, 2005). A specific deficit in the left hemisphere for schizo-
phrenia was also suggested by the epilepsy data (Flor-Henry,
1969) (but see Nishida et al., 2006). The imaging evidence for
reduced asymmetry in schizophrenia is mixed with some studies
(e.g., Petty et al., 1995; Kwon et al., 1999; Kasai et al., 2003;
Takahashi et al., 2006; Kawasaki et al., 2008), but not others
(Kulynych et al., 1995; Barta et al., 1997; Frangou et al., 1997;
Shapleske et al., 2001), reporting reduced left hemispheric gray
matter volumes or reduction of normal asymmetry. One reason
for these discrepancies may be that temporal lobe changes are
progressive rather than static (Kasai et al., 2003; Gogtay et al.,
2007), although the reduced asymmetry of brain activation while
listening to speech reported by Razafimandimby et al. (2007) was
stable at least over 21 months. However, experimental con-
founds, such as heterogeneous or small subject samples, incon-
sistent definitions of the anatomical structures, or differing
anatomical quantifications may also explain the inconsistent ev-
idence on asymmetry in schizophrenia.

The investigation of unaffected individuals who carry a genetic
risk of schizophrenia may clarify this debate. Family, twin, and adop-
tion studies suggest an important genetic role in the etiology for
schizophrenia (McGuffin et al., 1995; Cardno et al., 1999; Bediou et
al., 2007; Crow, 2007; Whalley et al., 2007). Hemispheric laterality in
relatives of schizophrenia patients has mainly been investigated with
functional imaging during language tasks. Sommer et al. (2004),
Whyte et al. (2006), and Li et al. (2007) reported significantly de-
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creased lateralization of activity in the inferior frontal gyrus, caused
by higher right (Sommer et al., 2004; Whyte et al., 2006) or lower left
(Li et al., 2007) frontal activation. Structural imaging has so far fo-
cused on medial temporal asymmetry (Keshavan et al., 2002). The
only structural investigations of superior temporal asymmetry and
genetic risk were based on computed tomography findings of en-
largement of the left Sylvian fissure in patients and obligate carriers
(Honer et al., 1995), and a negative finding comparing a significantly
older relative group to controls (Frangou et al., 1997). There is pres-
ently no study that investigated both structural and functional asym-
metry of auditory cortex in relatives [see Boos et al. (2007) and
Lawrie et al. (2008)].

To provide a comprehensive study of hemispheric laterality
across the spectrum of schizophrenia, we combined structural
and functional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) in patients
and first-degree relatives. We expected parametrically reduced
asymmetry of temporal lobe volume and function across the
three subject groups, with lowest laterality values in patients and
intermediate values in relatives. Furthermore, we assessed the
contribution of asymmetry changes to psychopathology ratings
to quantify the clinical relevance of temporal lobe asymmetry.

Materials and Methods
Participants
We included 16 SZ patients [mean age: 37.57 (SD: 7.84); range: 26 –56; 7
women, 9 men] diagnosed with paranoid schizophrenia according to
DSM-IV criteria (American Psychiatric Association, 1994). All patients
were inpatients of the Department of Psychiatry of Frankfurt University.
All patients were treated with atypical antipsychotics, and four patients
additionally with typical neuroleptic medication at the time of testing. To
ensure that the results of our study were not due to a medication effect
(Dazzan et al., 2005), we repeated the analysis for group differences on
the structural measures without the four patients with typical medica-
tion. In addition, the duration of illness of the patients had to be �5 years
[13.71 (6.87); range 5–31; view Table 1 for further details of the patients’
psychopathology].

Sixteen first-degree relatives [41.87 (8.55); range: 26 –59; 9 women, 7
men] and 15 healthy controls [mean age: 39.31 (10.98); range: 26 –56; 7
women, 8 men] also participated in the experiment (Table 2). Contact to
the relatives was established through participating patients, from a sup-
port group for relatives of SZ patients, and through newspaper articles,
flyers, and advertisements in the hospital. The relatives were requested to
bring a letter from the psychiatrist treating the patient of the affected
family members to confirm the diagnosis. The relative group included
parents (n � 6) and siblings (n � 10) of other SZ patients than those
included in the study.

The control group was matched with the patient and relatives groups
for handedness (all right handed; The Edinburgh Inventory) (Oldfield,
1971), age, sex, and parental education. None of the controls had any
positive family history of schizophrenia. The patient group included
43.75% women, the relatives group included 56.25% women, and the
control group included 46.6% women. Statistical tests (� 2 test with
group and gender as factors) showed that gender distribution was equal
across groups ( p � 0.05). Additional statistical tests (ANOVA, Scheffé
post hoc contrast analyses) for differences between the groups regarding
age, years of education, and parental education revealed no significant

differences ( p � 0.05). Exclusion criteria for control and relative partic-
ipants were any psychiatric disorder including Axis I and Axis II disor-
ders according to DSM-IV, left handedness, current drug abuse,
neurological pathology, and inability to provide informed consent.

Neither personal reports nor auditory testing revealed any restrictions
in the hearing of the subjects. We performed a number of tests to ensure
that the functional activation results were not owed to impairment of
hearing, speech disorders, or pathologies other than schizophrenia. Au-
ditory analysis by an otologist revealed normal hearing. The anatomical
MRI scans were reviewed by a neuroradiologist who did not find under-
lying pathology in the auditory cortex or surrounding areas. All subjects
were native German speakers.

Participants were provided with a description of the study and gave
written informed consent before participation. Experimental procedures
were approved by the ethical board of the medical department of Goethe
University, Frankfurt/Main, Germany.

Assessment of psychopathology
The Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV (Strukturiertes Klinisches
Interview Psychischer Störungen) (Wittchen et al., 1996) was performed
with schizophrenia patients and in controls and first-degree relatives. Rela-
tives or control participants who met criteria for psychiatric or neurological
disorders were excluded from the study. The final sample (n � 16) included
only first-degree relatives without any psychiatric, neurological, or person-
ality disorders. Current psychopathology was assessed using the Positive and
Negative Symptom Scale (PANSS) (Kay et al., 1987).

All participants were screened for predisposition toward hallucina-
tions with the Revised Hallucination Scale (RHS) (Morrison et al., 2002).
An ANOVA with RHS as dependent variable and group as fixed factor
was included in the Results.

All patients had a history of auditory hallucinations as assessed by the
PANSS interview and a semistructured interview based on the criteria pro-
posed by Aggernaes (1972) to assess the contents, phenomenology, severity,
and occurrence of hallucinations in more detail. The last period of auditory
hallucinations ranged from 5 d to 8 months before the scanning. None of the
patients reported any hallucinations while they were scanned.

Functional imaging: stimulus material
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) of acoustic stimulation
consisted of three experimental runs with similar stimuli presented in a
random order across the subjects. Each run consisted of 13 fragments of
spoken texts of three categories: “weather,” “flowers,” and “garden.”
Periods of acoustic stimulation varied between 15, 20, and 30 s, each
alternated with an interstimulus interval (rest condition) of 15 s.

Table 1. Sociodemographic and clinical variables of the schizophrenia patient group (SD)

Diagnosis
History of
hallucinations Age of onset Years of illness Medication

Global symptomatology
(PANSS; n � 16)

Paranoid schizophrenia (DSM-IV criteria 295.30a) All: n � 16 24.43 (6.63) 13.71 (6.87) 1–2 atypical Pos.: 15.69 (3.20)
Current episode: n � 8 4 atypical and typical Neg.: 15.13 (1.78)
Week of measurement: n � 4 Gen.: 32.06 (4.07)
Earlier episode: n � 8 Sum: 62.75 (5.30)

Hallucination score: 3.08 (1.40)
aAmerican Psychiatric Association (1994). Pos., Positive; Neg., negative; Gen., general.

Table 2. Demographic data for all subject groups

Patients Controls Relatives Total

n 16 15 16 47

Gender

Women 7 7 9 23

Men 9 8 7 24

Years of education (SD) 13.44 (2.42) 14.73 (2.33) 13.45 (2.50) 14.83 (2.08)

Parental education (years, SD)

Mother 15.11 (2.35) 14.24 (1.31) 13.89 (1.43) 14.41 (1.85)

Father 15.89 (3.12) 15.31 (2.45) 14.95 (1.89) 15.38 (2.13)

Age (years, SD) 37.57 (7.84) 39.31 (10.98) 41.87 (8.55) 40.06 (10.75)

Handedness Right Right Right All right
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The goal was to create acoustic material to examine global activation
and that closely matched the temporal features of auditory hallucina-
tions, while at the same time preventing potential emotional bias toward
the contents of the material (David, 1999). The texts were recorded
digitally and edited on a personal computer with standard computer
software (RealPlayer, RealNetworks; Presentation, Neurobehavioral Sys-
tems). During the fMRI examination, the stimuli were delivered at con-
stant sound pressure level through a custom-made pneumatic sound
transmission device with headphones that accurately preserve tone fre-
quencies and attenuate scanner noise.

Data acquisition and image processing
All subjects underwent functional and anatomical imaging on a Siemens
Magnetom Allegra 3 tesla MRI system (Siemens Medical Systems) at the
Frankfurt University Brain Imaging Center, Frankfurt/Main, Germany.
Each session began with a functional scan (auditory stimulation; EPI
sequence, 480 volumes, voxel size: 3.3 � 3.3 � 5.0 mm 3, TR � 1000 ms,
TE � 30 ms, 16 slices, slice thickness � 5 mm, dist. factor: 10%, interslice
time 62 ms, flip angle: 60°). We synchronized stimulus presentation with
the fMRI sequence at the beginning of each trial. For anatomical mea-
surement, we acquired a high-resolution T1-weighted MDEFT sequence
(Deichmann et al., 2004) (176 slices, 1 � 1 � 1 mm 3) covering the whole
brain.

During the functional scan, 13 blocks of acoustic stimulation alter-
nated with a baseline condition without acoustic stimulation (except for
the constant scanner noise). Participants were scanned with eyes open in
darkness and instructed to look at a white fixation cross, and to listen
attentively to each stimulus. During the stimulus periods, the patients did
not engage in overt speech. The participants were asked to press a button
with their left index finger at the onset of a spoken voice and to press the
button again when it stopped. For each subject, a stimulation protocol
was generated from the button press time points. No participant missed
any of the onsets or offsets of speech periods, indicating that all groups
were equally aware of the auditory stimulation. The sound pressure level
of the voices was well above that of the ambient noise of the MRI scanner.
In a preexperiment with 15 volunteers, we delivered a series of fragments
of the texts to adjust the sound pressure level, allowing a comfortable
hearing level and a clear sound perception in the session. Although the
continuous sampling of MRI signals means that the neural effects of
scanner background noise added to the effects of auditory stimulation
(Gaab et al., 2007a,b), this interference is unlikely to differ between
groups or hemispheres. The whole session lasted �25 min.

Statistical analysis
Functional imaging: preprocessing. We preprocessed and analyzed the
fMRI data using the BrainVoyager software, versions 2000 and QX
(Brain Innovation). Further analysis was done with custom-written rou-
tines in Matlab (MathWorks) software. For the functional data, we ap-
plied the following preprocessing steps: slice-time correction, motion
correction, spatial smoothing using a Gaussian kernel of 4 mm full-width
at half-maximum, linear trend removal, and high-pass temporal filtering
of three cycles per time course. Coregistration of the functional data to
the anatomical scans was performed with automated routines in Brain-
Voyager. We transformed the three-dimensional (3D) anatomical scans
into Talairach space (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988) using a 12-point
affine transformation as implemented in the BrainVoyager software, and
subsequently used the parameters for this transformation to transform
the coregistered functional data. We then resampled the 3D functional
dataset to a voxel size of 1 � 1 � 1 mm 3.

We identified auditory cortex using two complementary approaches:
using a probabilistic map of primary auditory cortex, which anatomically
comprises HG (Penhune et al., 1996; Rademacher et al., 2001), and man-
ual anatomical segmentation of HG and PT. The probabilistic map indi-
cates the probability for any anatomical voxel to belong to left or right
Heschl’s gyrus with respect to an anatomically averaged template in
healthy participants (Rademacher et al., 2001). In our study, volumes of
interest (VOIs) of left and right HG were created by setting the probabil-
ity level at a minimum of 20% to capture the high anatomical and func-
tional variability of the auditory cortices [Talairach coordinates for

center of mass (CoM) of left auditory cortex: x � �40, y � �20, z � 8,
number of voxels (NoV) � 10,021; right CoM: x � 45, y � �13, z � 10,
NoV � 9199]. Note that this procedure resulted in a single general (i.e.,
subject and group unspecific) VOI for left and for right auditory cortex,
which was used to blindly sample functional data for further analysis.
This procedure was previously used to investigate functional connectiv-
ity of auditory cortex in healthy controls and hallucinating SZ patients
(van de Ven et al., 2004, 2005). For the second procedure, cortical regions
of HG and PT were segmented from individual anatomical images of the
subjects using a combination of manual and automated segmentation
procedures, which are further described below (Anatomical imaging:
preprocessing and analysis).

Functional imaging: analysis. The stimulation protocol was convolved
with a hemodynamic response function (Boynton et al., 1996) to gener-
ate the predictor function for acoustic stimulation, which was fit to the
functional data using the general linear model (GLM). In addition, we
defined group as a between-subject factor. Statistical results were cor-
rected for multiple comparisons using the false discovery rate (FDR)
(Genovese et al., 2002). An F-statistic was calculated for each voxel to
create whole-brain activation maps to find cortical regions sensitive to
acoustic stimulation. Activation maps were created for all participants
to identify regions significantly activated during speech perception
(thresholded at p � 0.05, FDR corrected). For the region of interest
(ROI � all suprathreshold voxels in the functional map for a VOI) anal-
ysis, the � values (i.e., predictor fit to each voxel’s time series) of all
individuals were extracted and imported into SPSS 12.0 for a 3 � 2
mixed-effects RMANOVA with between-subject factor group (controls,
first-degree relatives, SZ patients), within-subject factor hemisphere
(left, right), and age, gender, and years of education as between-subject
covariates (see Table 3). We performed these analyses for the probabilistic
auditory cortex VOI and the individually segmented HG and PT VOIs,
which were normalized in Talairach space across participants (Fig. 1).

Furthermore, we calculated functional lateralization indices (LIs) for
auditory cortex (fLI a), HG (fLI HG), and PT (fLI PT) and correlated these
indices with the severity of symptoms of the SZ patients. The LI was
calculated as the difference between the number of active voxels within a
specific region (e.g., VOIs of HG, PT, or auditory cortex) in the left and in
the right hemisphere divided by the total sum of activated voxels within
the VOIs of both hemispheres [i.e., LI � (left � right)/(left � right)]. The
LI ranges from �1 to 1, and a negative LI implies relatively more right
hemispheric activation during the task, whereas a positive LI implies
more left hemispheric activation.

In addition, we computed bivariate correlation analysis (Pearson
product moment correlation; corrected for multiple comparisons) be-
tween the lateralization indices (fLI PT, fLI HG, fLI a) and the individual
psychopathology (PANSS, RHS), and between the functional and the
anatomical LIs (see below).

Anatomical imaging: preprocessing and analysis. We conducted a mor-
phometric analysis of the HG and the PT. The high-resolution T1-
weighted MDEFT sequence (Deichmann et al., 2004) (176 slices, 1 � 1 � 1
mm 3) was used for delineating and measuring the HG and the PT. Pre-
processing of the data included horizontal alignment (in coronal view) of
the plane defined by the anterior and posterior commissures (AC–PC
plane). The HG and PT gray matter regions of interest (ROIs) were
manually outlined without knowledge of diagnosis using a software
package for cortical segmentation (vmr-segmenter) (Schönmeyer et al.,
2006). The landmarks for delineating HG and PT gray matter have been
described by Hirayasu et al. (2000). For initial identification of HG and
PT, HG and PT gray matter was traced with the vmr-segmenter
(http://www.bic.uni-frankfurt.de/bv-tools/) on coronal images to the
end of the Sylvian fissure, and the gray matter of the ascending ramus of
the Sylvian fissure was also included. Our definition of the HG and PT
followed the work of Kasai et al. (2003), who included HG and PT proper
and its parietal extension. Finally, sagittal MRIs were used to check and
confirm HG and PT boundaries. After drawing, the HG and PT ROIs
could be viewed in any plane and as a three-dimensional object for fur-
ther editing. For interrater reliability, raters (V.O., C.K., A.R.-J.) blinded
to group membership independently drew ROIs. The intraclass correla-
tion coefficient of the left (right) PT gray matter regions was 0.96 (0.94).
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For the left (right) HG, the intraclass correla-
tion coefficient was 0.93 (0.95). Furthermore,
interrater reliability (computed by using all of
the slices from five randomly selected brains
and measured by each of the three raters) was
0.96 – 0.98 for all structures. In addition, in-
trarater reliability for five other, randomly se-
lected brains was very good (rater 1: 0.93, rater
2: 0.96, rater 3: 0.97). The lateralization index
for HG (LI HG) and PT (LI PT) volume (in
mm 3) was computed as for the functional data
(described in previous section). Figure 1 shows
the interindividual consistency of the anatom-
ical segmentation in Talairach space.

Intracranial volume (ICV) (Prvulovic et al.,
2002) was measured using a region-growing
intensity-based thresholding segmentation
implemented in the BrainVoyager software
with a segmentation limit set at the brainstem.
The sum of all marked voxels was used as the
intracranial volume score. In addition, the to-
tal brain volume (BV) was measured with the
same semiautomated segmentation method
using BrainVoyager (for details, see Rotarska-
Jagiela et al., 2008).

We performed a 3 � 2 mixed-effects
RMANOVA with between-subject factor group, within-subject factor hemi-
sphere and ICV, age, gender, years of illness, years of education, age of onset
as between-subject covariates on the HG and PT volumes. We also per-
formed correlation (corrected for multiple comparisons with Bonferroni
correction) analyses to assess the relationship between HG and PT volume
and individual psychopathology.

Similarly, we performed ANCOVA on the LIPT and LIHG with group as
between-subject factor and age, gender, years of illness, years of education,
andageofonsetascovariates.Finally,LIswerecorrelatedwiththePANSSscores.

In addition, we computed the chlorpromazine equivalence doses
for the patients’ antipsychotic medication (Woods, 2003). Individual

doses ranged from 200 to 1500 mg/d [mean: 613.33 (399.31)]. We com-
puted the correlation between the chlorpromazine equivalents and the
anatomical and functional indices to investigate a possible medication
effect (Pearson bivariate correlation, two-tailed).

Results
Functional imaging: effect of auditory stimulation
Group data were superimposed on a Talairach-transformed MNI
template [courtesy of the Montreal Neurological Institute
(MNI)]. Significant activation (thresholded at p � 0.05, FDR
corrected for multiple tests; minimum cluster size � 200 mm 3)

Figure 1. Interindividual consistency of the anatomical segmentation. a, ROI of HG for patients (right), relatives (middle), and

controls (left). b, ROI of the PT for patients (right), relatives (middle), and controls (left). Images are superimposed on an anatom-

ical standardized brain; the left hemisphere is depicted on the right of each image.

Table 3. Differences in auditory cortex activation (extent in number of suprathreshold voxels and amplitude as estimated by the � value of the cluster mean) across groups

SZ PAT: Talairach coord.
(no. of voxels; � value)

REL: Talairach coord.
(no. of voxels; � value)

CON: Talairach coord.
(no. of voxels; � value)

Significance of contrasts
for � values

Left auditory cortex �50, �16, 5 (1145; 0.55) �46, �21, 8 (4718; 0.63) �46, �18, 8 (5758; 0.72) F(2,44) � 8.72, p � 0.01

PAT/REL: p � 0.01

CON/REL: p � 0.05

PAT/CON: p � 0.04

Right auditory cortex 49, �13, 6 (879; 0.55) 51, �13, 8 (2100; 0.81) 50, �10, 7 (3021; 0.87) F(2,44) � 4.98, p � 0.01

Interaction group � hemisphere: F(2,44) � 13.94, p � 0.01

PAT/REL: p � 0.04

PAT/CON: p � 0.03

REL/CON: n.s.

Left HG �49, �19, 8; (343; 0.56) �49, �18, 3 (1609; 0.76) �48, �25, 8 (4584; 0.81) F(2,43) � 4.04, p � 0.025

PAT/REL: p � 0.01

PAT /CON: p � 0.03

REL/CON: n.s.

Right HG 52, �9, 5 (432; 0.58) 50, �12, 0 (862; 0.66) �52, 14, 5 (2313; 0.79) F(2,44) � 3.28, p � 0.04

PAT/REL: n.s.

PAT/CON: p � 0.04

REL/CON: n.s.

Left PT �52, �21, 9 (954; 0.48) �48, �20, 3 (1938; 0.55) �48, �26, 8 (4261; 0.77) F(2,44) � 9.66, p � 0.01

PAT/REL: n.s.

PAT/CON: p � 0.01

REL/CON: p � 0.01

Right PT 58, �18, 4 (688; 0.54) 52, �21, 3 (1313; 0.73) 54, �20, 6 (2649; 0.85) F(2,44) � 5.22, p � 0.01

Hemisphere: F(2,44) � 10.79, p � 0.01

PAT/REL: n.s.

PAT/CON: p � 0.01

REL/CON: n.s.

PAT, Patients; REL, relatives; CON, controls; coord., coordinates. The right column reports the ANOVA on the � values.
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during acoustic stimulation was found in primary and higher
auditory areas (Fig. 2). Across all subjects, the highest activation
was found bilaterally in the transverse temporal gyrus (Heschl’s
gyrus; BA 41) and the planum temporale (BA 42). The activated
areas are known to be involved in auditory processing (e.g.,
Sommer et al., 2001; Hickok and Poeppel, 2007).

Auditory cortex activation, as sampled using the probabilistic
VOI, was significantly different across groups (Table 3), with
controls showing the highest and most extensive activation, fol-
lowed by relatives and patients (left auditory cortex: F(2,44) �

8.72, p � 01; right auditory cortex: F(2,44) � 4.98, p � 0.01). The
interaction effect hemisphere � group was also significant (F(2,44) �

13.94, p � 0.01). The Scheffé post hoc contrast analysis showed
significant contrasts between the SZ patients and the other
groups (all p � 0.05). The contrast between the relatives and the
controls in the left hemisphere was nonsignificant ( p � 0.05).
Additionally, the analyses showed significant contrasts between
the controls and the SZ patients ( p � 0.03) and the relatives and
the SZ patients in the right hemisphere ( p � 0.04). The contrast
between the controls and the relatives in the right hemisphere was
nonsignificant ( p � 0.05).

The functional activation in the individually defined left and
right HG and PT followed the same pattern with significant dif-
ferences across groups in HG (left HG: F(2,44) � 4.04, p � 0.02,
right HG: F(2,44) � 3.28, p � 0.04) and PT (left PT: F(2,44) � 9.66,
p � 0.01, right PT: F(2,44) � 5.22, p � 0.01) (for further details,
view Table 3), showing that controls had the most extensive ac-
tivation in PT and HG of both hemispheres, followed by relatives
and patients. The Scheffé post hoc contrast analyses confirmed
this pattern with significant contrasts between patients and con-
trols in the left and right PT and HG ( p � 0.05). More specifi-
cally, controls showed greater activity in left PT compared to the
relatives ( p � 0.01), and relatives showed greater activity in left
HG compared to patients ( p � 0.01). The interaction of hemi-
sphere � group in HG and PT separately was not significant, but
a significant effect of hemisphere was found for the PT (F(2,44) �

10.79, p � 0.01). In contrast, the analysis of the HG data revealed
no significant effect of hemisphere. All other computed single
contrasts were nonsignificant.

Functional imaging: lateralization
The functional lateralization indices for the auditory cortex map
(fLI a) showed highest left lateralized activity for the controls
[mean (SD) fLI a

� 0.38 (0.09)], followed by decreased left later-
alization for the relatives [0.31 (0.13)] and the patients [fLI a: 0.11
(0.08)]. The ANCOVA computed with fLI a as dependent variable
and group as between-subject factor showed a significant main
effect for group (F(2,38) � 4.68, p � 0.04). Scheffé post hoc contrast

analysis showed significant differences for
the contrast SZ patients versus controls
( p � 0.05), but the other contrasts were
not significant (Fig. 3).

The functional lateralization indices
for the HG (fLI HG) and PT (fLI PT) also
showed a similar pattern of decreased left
lateralization from controls [fLI HG: 0.05
(0.013); fLI PT: 0.11 (0.010)], followed by
the relatives [fLI HG: 0.01 (0.016); fLI PT:
0.05 (0.018)] and the patients [fLI HG:
�0.01 (0.017); fLI PT: �.03 (0.026)]. The
ANCOVAs computed with the fLI PT and
fLI HG separately as dependent variables
and group as between-subject factor

showed significant main effects of group (fLI HG: F(2,43) � 8.78,
p � 0.03; fLI PT: F(2,43) � 4.53, p � 0.04). The Scheffé post hoc

contrasts revealed significant contrasts between SZ patients and
controls for fLI HG and fLI PT ( p � 0.05), and a significant con-
trast between relatives and controls for fLI PT ( p � 0.05). The
contrast between relatives and controls for the fLI HG was nonsig-
nificant ( p � 0.05).

Functional imaging: correlation with symptoms

The mean total score (SD) of the PANSS at the time of scanning
was 62.75 (5.30), and the general score was 32.06 (4.07). The
mean total score on the positive subscale was 15.69 (3.20), and
the mean total score on the negative subscale was 15.13 (1.78).
The mean score on item 3 (hallucinations) was 3.08 (1.40). The
score of the positive symptoms was calculated without the hallu-
cination score to enable subsequent separate correlations. All pa-
tients had a history of hallucinations, eight had experienced
auditory hallucinations in the current episode of their illness, but
not during the scan, whereas eight patients had experienced au-
ditory hallucinations only in a previous episode of illness.

We found a significant negative correlation between the fLI a

of the SZ patients and the total score of the PANSS (r � �0.48,
p � 0.05). The correlation between the lateralization indices and
the severity of negative symptoms was not significant. Con-
versely, we found a significant negative correlation between the
severity of positive symptoms and the lateralization indices of the
auditory cortex (fLI a), the PT (fLI PT), and HG (fLI HG) (fLI a

�

PANSS-POS: r � �0.37, p � 0.03; fLI PT
� PANSS-POS: r �

�0.48, p � 0.05; fLI HG
� PANSS-POS: r � �0.41, p � 0.05).

Similarly, a significant negative correlation between the severity
of auditory hallucinations and the lateralization was found in the
auditory cortex and in the planum temporale (fLI a

� hallucina-
tion score: r � �0.67, p � 0.05; fLI PT

� hallucination score: r �

�0.61, p � 0.03). In sum, lower relative activation in the left
hemisphere was associated with more severe positive symptoms
and auditory hallucinations (Fig. 4).

The mean total score of the RHS was lowest for the control
group [23.80 (3.97)], followed by the relatives [27.87 (6.32)] and
the patients with the highest score on this scale [33.56 (5.82)].
These group differences were significant (F(2,43) � 12.48, p �

0.01). The Scheffé post hoc contrast analyses revealed significant
contrasts between the patients and the relatives ( p � 0.02) as well
as the patients and the controls ( p � 0.01). A significant negative
correlation was found between the lateralization of the PT and
the RHS scores (r � �0.43, p � 0.03). No significant correlation
was found between the lateralization of the HG and the RHS.

Figure 2. Functional imaging results. Suprathreshold voxels ( p � 0.05, FDR corrected for multiple comparisons) for auditory

stimulation in the fMRI activation maps. From left to right, SZ patients, first-degree relatives, controls, and overlay map are shown.

Color code (RGB system): red, SZ patients; yellow, first-degree relatives; blue, controls; green, overlay first-degree relatives/

controls; orange, overlay SZ patients/first-degree relatives; purple, overlay controls/SZ patients; gray, overlay SZ patients/first-

degree relatives/controls.
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Structural imaging: morphometric
analysis of planum temporale and
Heschl’s gyrus
RMANOVA of PT gray matter volumes
showed significant main effects of hemi-
sphere (left vs right PT: F(1,45) � 3.98, p �

0.01) and group (F(2,44) � 18.49, p � 0.01)
and a significant group � hemisphere in-
teraction (F(2,44) � 6.53, all p � 0.01) (see
Table 4). The post hoc Scheffé single con-
trast analysis showed significant differ-
ences between all groups ( p � 0.01) in the
left hemisphere. Similarly, the mean gray
matter volume of the right PT showed a
continuum with SZ patients having a
smaller volume (970 mm 3), followed by
the relative group (1128 mm 3) and the
control group (1260 mm 3). Post hoc
Scheffé contrast analyses revealed a signif-
icant difference between patients and
controls only ( p � 0.01). The covariates
BV, ICV, age, gender, years of illness, ed-
ucation, and age of onset, which were used
in the current analysis, showed no signif-
icant influence on the PT volume.

Analysis of the lateralization index of
PT (LI PT) further corroborated the find-
ings of gray matter volume differences
across hemispheres and groups. Specifi-
cally, we found a significant main effect of
group (F(2,44) � 3.69, p � 0.03), in which
LI PT showed a continuum of decreasing left lateralization from
the control group [LI PT

� 0.12 (0.08)], followed by the relatives
[0.07 (0.016)] and the patients [0.01 (0.01)], which is similar to
the continuum found for the functional data. Post hoc contrast
analyses revealed a significant difference between patients and
controls ( p � 0.03). The covariates had no significant effect on
the LI differences.

Left PT gray matter volume correlated negatively with the
hallucination score of the PANSS (r � �0.60, p � 0.02) and
the general psychopathology subscale (r � �0.52, p � 0.05).
The LI PT correlated negatively with the severity of positive
symptoms (r � �0.49, p � 0.05), the hallucination score of the

PANSS (LI PT
� hallucination score: r � �0.55, p � 0.05) and the

RHS scores (r � �0.30, p � 0.04). In sum, lower relative volume
in the left hemisphere was associated with more severe positive
symptoms and auditory hallucinations (Fig. 4).

RMANOVA with covariates of HG gray matter volumes
showed a significant main effect of group (F(2,44) � 3.81 p � 0.04)
but not of hemisphere (F(1,45) � 1.56, p � 0.05). The interaction
group � hemisphere was significant (F(2,44) � 4.24, p � 0.02).
Mean gray matter volumes of left HG differed significantly be-
tween groups (F(2,44) � 3.81 p � 0.02). Post hoc Scheffé single
contrast analysis showed a continuum of patients [734 (173)],
relatives [762 (135)], and controls [1003 (367)] with significant
differences between the patients and the controls ( p � 0.02) and

Figure 3. Anatomical segmentation results. HG and PT volume in the different subject groups (patients, relatives, controls). The squares represent the left HG/PT, the triangles the right HG/PT.

a shows the values for HG, b for PT. Asterisks denote significant group differences ( p � 0.05).

Figure 4. Functional and anatomical lateralization indices for the different groups and results of correlation analyses with the

PANSS and RHS scores. Asterisks denote significant group differences (a, c) or correlations (b, d) ( p � 0.05; Bonferroni corrected).

a, Group differences of fLI for the whole auditory cortex (fLIa) (squares), HG (fLIhg) (circles), and PT (fLIpt) (triangles). b, Correla-

tions of fLIs with the total PANSS score (PANSStot) and positive (PANSSpos) and hallucination (PANSShallu) subscores and the

scores on the Revised Hallucination Scale (RHS). c, Group differences of LI for HG (LIhg) (circles) and PT (LIpt) (triangles).

d, Correlations of LI values with the symptom scores (see b).
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the relatives and the controls ( p � 0.04). Right HG gray matter
volumes did not significantly differ between groups [patients:
632 (195); relatives: 691 (233); controls: 690 (308); F(3,43) � 1.04,
p � 0.05].

In addition, the covariates BV, ICV, age, gender, years of ill-
ness, education, age of onset, which were used in the current
analysis, showed no significant influence on the HG volume.
Analysis of the LI HG showed a similar effect of decreasing left
lateralization between controls [0.20 (0.02)], relatives [0.09
(0.01)], and patients [0.06 (0.02)]. However, this effect did not
reach significance. Left HG gray matter volume was negatively
correlated with the severity of positive symptoms (r � �0.42, p �

0.05). All other correlations between HG gray matter volume and
the psychopathological symptoms were nonsignificant.

In addition, we calculated the bivariate correlation between
the functional and anatomical LIs. Anatomical and functional LIs
were significantly correlated for PT (r � 0.48, p � 0.04), but only
marginally significantly for HG (r � 0.27, p � 0.06).

Analysis of medication effects and power calculation
The correlations between the chlorpromazine equivalence doses
of the patients and functional (left and right functional activation
in HG and PT) and anatomical data (left and right volume in HG
and PT) were nonsignificant (all r values �0.34, all p values
�0.12) (Table 5). In addition, we repeated the analysis for group
differences on the structural measures without the four patients
with typical medication. Here the results conformed to those
found with these patients included.

We computed power calculations on the morphometric find-
ings of the PT and HG (Cohen, 1992) for any contrast (controls vs
patients/controls vs relatives/relatives vs patients) (view Table 6).
These calculations revealed effect sizes between r � 0.50 and r �

0.68 for left and right PT and left and right HG.

Discussion
We combined functional and structural imaging to assess the
temporal lobe asymmetry changes of patients with schizophre-
nia, first-degree relatives, and healthy controls. Our results dem-
onstrate a parametric reduction of the normal L � R asymmetry

of temporal lobe areas in schizophrenia, which is manifested in
gray matter volume as well as functional activation. Furthermore,
we found associations between reduced asymmetry in these areas
and the severity of positive symptoms, including auditory hallu-
cinations. These findings open up the possibility that reduced
L � R asymmetry of temporal areas has a genetic contribution.
However, replication studies are needed before firm conclusions
can be drawn.

Our anatomical results showed a parametric reduction in gray
matter volume in the left PT across the groups, independent of
age, gender, and years of education. These results conform to
previous work of Kasai et al. (2003) and Hirayasu et al. (2000) on

Table 4. ICV, volume of the PT, volume of HG, and the LI across subject groups (SD)

PAT REL CON RMANOVA Post hoc

ICV 2,039,035 (200,150) 1,952,364 (180,099) 2,054,205 (234,738) F(2,44) � 0.84, p � 0.44 PAT/CON: p � 0.98
PAT/REL: p � 0.58
CON/REL: p � 0.48

PT Left: 934 (190)

Right: 970 (183)

Left: 1292 (263)

Right: 1128 (311)

Left: 1605 (268)

Right: 1260 (191)

Hemisphere: F(1,45) � 3.98, p � 0.01

Group: F(2,44) � 18.49, p � 0.01

Interaction hemisphere � group: F(2, 44) � 6.53, p � 0.01

Left:

PAT/CON: p � 0.01

PAT/REL: p � 0.01

CON/REL: p � 0.01
Right:

PAT/CON: p � 0.01

PAT/REL: p � 0.18

CON/REL: p � 0.41
HG Left: 734 (173)

Right: 632 (195)

Left: 762 (135)

Right: 691 (233)

Left: 1003 (367)

Right: 690 (308)

Hemisphere: F(1,44) � 1.56, p � 0.05

Group: F(2,44) � 3.81, p � 0.04

Interaction hemisphere � group: F(2,44) � 4.24, p � 0.02

Left:

PAT/CON: p � 0.02

PAT/REL: n.s.

REL/CON: p � 0.04
Right:

All p values �0.05
LI PT 0.01 (0.01) 0.07 (0.01) 0.12 (0.08) F(2,44) � 3.69, p � 0.03 PAT/CON: p � 0.03

PAT/REL: p � 0.34

CON/REL: p � 0.61
LI HG 0.06 (0.02) 0.09 (0.01) 0.20 (0.02) F(2,44) � 1.45, p � 0.05 All contrasts n.s.

PAT, Patients; REL, relatives; CON, controls. Absolute volumes are given in cubic millimeters.

Table 5. Bivariate correlation analyses in the patient group (Pearson correlation;

p < 0.05; uncorrected) between patients’ chlorpromazine equivalents and the

structural (left PT, right PT, left HG, right HG) and functional (left HG, right HG,

left PT, right PT) MRI measures

Anatomical Functional

Left PT

r �0.19 0.28

p 0.24 0.31

Right PT

r �0.14 �0.14

p p � 0.5 p � 0.5

Left HG

r �0.39 0.37

p 0.15 0.17

Right HG

r 0.17 0.38

p 0.21 0.16

Table 6. Power calculation on the anatomical results for all computed contrasts

(Cohen, 1992)

Contrast Left PT Right PT Left HG Right HG

PAT/CON 0.63 0.61 0.68 0.59

PAT/REL 0.59 0.50 0.58 0.53

CON/REL 0.51 0.50 0.61 0.55

All values are r. PAT, Patients; CON, controls; REL, relatives.
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volumetric changes in schizophrenia patients and, importantly,
extend these findings to patients’ relatives, in line with volume
reductions on a schizophrenia continuum (Lawrie et al., 1999;
Fusar-Poli et al., 2007; Broome et al., 2009). The group � hemi-
sphere interaction for HG was based on a similar left hemispheric
volume reduction in the patient and relative groups and thus
confirmed such a continuum of structural changes associated
with genetic risk. Previous studies had either reported that left
HG was larger than the right both in controls and patients (Rojas
et al., 1997; Salisbury et al., 2007) or failed to find hemispheric
asymmetry (Kulynych et al., 1995; Petty et al., 1995; Barta et al.,
1997). However, Salisbury et al. (2007), who used anatomical
criteria similar to ours, reported a progressive loss of HG volume
in schizophrenia patients (but not in psychotic bipolar patients or
controls), which was confined to the left hemisphere. Because our
patients were �15 years older than theirs, such progressive loss
may explain some of the left hemispheric volume reduction in
our patients.

The structural imaging literature on temporal lobe asymmetry
changes in schizophrenia has been inconsistent, with only half of
the published MRI studies reporting changes in patient groups
(Chance et al., 2008). A key methodological difference is whether
cortical surface or volume was measured. Several of the studies
that did not report asymmetry reductions in patients used PT
surface (e.g., Kleinschmidt et al., 1994; Kulynych et al., 1995;
Leonard et al., 2008), rather than the volume measures used in
the present study, although a few studies found reduced or re-
versed asymmetry with surface measures as well (Barta et al.,
1997). Some of the earlier volumetric studies used rather coarse
tessellations of the regions of interest (e.g., square grids with sev-
eral millimeters of spacing) (Frangou et al., 1997), which may
have resulted in overestimations of cortical volume and made the
method less sensitive. This may also explain the absence of PT
volume asymmetry in a large control group in one study (Barta et
al., 1997). Studies also differed importantly as to whether they
included the part along the ramus posterior of the Sylvian fissure
into the PT volume (as we and Kasai et al., 2003) or not (as
Shapleske et al., 2001). The latter approach leads to smaller esti-
mates of PT volume, which may reduce the likelihood of finding
asymmetry differences in schizophrenia. Another key question is
whether to recruit relatives of the study patients, which almost
inevitably leads to an older relative group (Frangou et al., 1997),
or whether to recruit age-matched relatives who are not necessar-
ily related to the study patients, as in the present study.

A final resolution of the debate around reduced structural
asymmetry of the PT and adjacent temporal lobe areas in schizo-
phrenia thus requires a large scale study with a homogeneous and
gender- and handedness-matched patient group and a combina-
tion of surface and volume measures of the PT and its parts.
Alternative diagnostic approaches, for example based on endo-
phenotypes, may be useful for future investigations to further
restrict the inherent heterogeneity of symptoms and syndromes
within schizophrenia (Gottesman and Gould, 2003; Braff et al.,
2007). Another moot case is whether reduced temporal lobe
asymmetry, if it exists, is specifically associated with schizophre-
nia or rather with cognitive impairment and poor coping abili-
ties, as suggested by Leonard et al. (2008). Our findings in
relatives would support a specific association with schizophrenia
risk, although they do not rule out that altered asymmetry is also
an independent risk factor for language or other cognitive im-
pairments. A potential disease-specific association with schizo-
phrenia is also supported by Kasai et al. (2003), who found
reduced PT asymmetry and progressive left PT volume loss in

schizophrenia patients but not in patients with affective
psychosis.

Our functional imaging task elicited robust activity in the su-
perior temporal lobes bilaterally in all groups, consistent with
previous work (Hickok et al., 2000). This activation showed a
reduced functional L � R asymmetry in the patients, which con-
forms to previous functional imaging studies in schizophrenia
with similar results (Sommer et al., 2001; Spaniel et al., 2007;
Bleich-Cohen et al., 2009). The superior temporal gyrus (STG) of
the dominant hemisphere supports the generation and under-
standing of individual words (Warren et al., 2005), whereas the
nondominant STG has been implicated in the processing of dif-
ferences in melody, pitch, and sound intensity (Jäncke et al.,
1998; Samson et al., 2001). Both of these functions seem to be
impaired in schizophrenia, but disruption of semantic processing
is more consistently reported (Sommer et al., 2001). Our findings
of more marked changes in the left PT, which is the posterior part
of the dorsal surface of the STG, would be in keeping with such a
distribution of neuropsychological deficits.

The correlation between reduced functional asymmetry and
increased severity of positive symptoms conforms to findings of
Artiges et al. (2000) and Sommer et al. (2001). Importantly, we
also found a similar correlation between reduced anatomical
asymmetry and positive symptoms, which suggests that changes
in brain organization in schizophrenia strongly contribute to the
psychopathological manifestation of the disease (Crow, 1997;
Friston, 1998; Stephan et al., 2009). Previous functional neuro-
imaging and electrophysiological studies have shown that areas in
the STG are activated during the experience of auditory halluci-
nations (Dierks et al., 1999; Ishii et al., 2000; Lennox et al., 2000;
van de Ven et al., 2005). Moreover, Kircher et al. (2004) found
that altered interaction between regions within the STG and
across hemispheres was in part responsible for language-
mediated cognitive and psychopathological symptoms in schizo-
phrenia. Anatomical changes may underlie these functional
connectivity abnormalities and contribute to the experience of
positive symptoms. For example, several studies reported that
reductions in left HG volume correlated with hallucinations and
delusions (Levitan et al., 1999; Gaser et al., 2004; Sumich et al.,
2005).

The concept of hemispheric laterality plays a central role in
current neuropsychological and pathophysiological models of
schizophrenia (e.g., Løberg et al., 1999; Mitchell and Crow, 2005;
Hugdahl et al., 2007; Paul et al., 2007). For example, Angrilli et al.
(2009) and Spironelli et al. (2008) proposed a neuropsychological
link between reduced language lateralization and the psychopa-
thology of schizophrenia. Moreover, reduced laterality is a target
for both twin (Niethammer et al., 2000) and molecular genetics
(e.g., Leonard et al., 2006; Francks et al., 2007; Crow et al., 2009)
studies and for animal models of schizophrenia (Morice et al.,
2005).

The precise neurobiological mechanism that underlies the
volume loss in parts of the temporal lobe (Shenton et al., 2001) is
still unknown, but a combination of factors preceding the dis-
ease, for example a neurodevelopmental abnormality (Rapoport
et al., 2005), and factors following the disease, such as medication
(Dazzan et al., 2005), has been suggested to contribute to the
anatomical aberrations. However, in the latter study, cortical
volume reduction mainly resulted from typical neuroleptics,
whereas our patients were all treated with atypical antipsychotics,
and only four in addition with typical antipsychotic drugs. An
analysis of structural asymmetry differences without these four
patients showed similar results. We further controlled for sub-
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stantial medication effects by correlation analysis with chlor-
promazine equivalents in our patient group. The significant
volume loss in the relative group in the left PT compared to
controls (but intermediate between patients and controls) could
reflect a genetically determined mechanism leading to loss of
neurons in schizophrenia (Hulshoff Pol and Kahn, 2008). This
hypothesis is supported by findings of genetic studies of families
affected with schizophrenia. Many genes implicated in schizo-
phrenia have a direct influence on brain development regulating
such processes as neuronal migration, axonal guidance, myelina-
tion, neurotransmission, and synaptic plasticity (Owen et al.,
2004; Harrison and Weinberger, 2005). Some of these genes have
been associated with anatomical brain abnormalities in schizo-
phrenia patients and their first-degree unaffected relatives
(Addington et al., 2007; Gruber et al., 2008; van Haren et al.,
2008; Winterer et al., 2008; Zinkstok et al., 2008). Many research-
ers now agree that genetic abnormalities observed in schizophre-
nia further predispose and sensitize the brain to environmental
insults resulting in a life-long dysregulation of brain development
and plasticity (Bartzokis, 2002; Pantelis et al., 2005). This may
explain why some structural and functional changes are found in
relatives, but more pronounced (and potentially progressive)
changes are found in the patients.

In conclusion, the reduction of left-right lateralization of tem-
poral lobe structure and function, which was intermediate in the
relatives, supports a continuum of schizophrenia-associated an-
atomical changes. In the patients, the reduced temporal asymme-
try is severe enough to contribute to hallucinations and other
positive symptoms. Changes in hemispheric asymmetry thus are
a promising parameter in pathophysiological and neuropsycho-
logical models of schizophrenia, which warrants further investi-
gation both in patients and people at genetic risk.
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